
NUMERACY 

This half term we are continuing to practise using numeracy words correctly whilst playing. 

As well as talking about size we are beginning to learn number names from 0-10. We will 

be practising counting out objects and recognising and writing these numbers with support 

from an adult. You could practise counting red cars on the way home from Nursery to help. 

LITERACY 

In Autumn 2 we will be learning lots of new songs surrounding celebrations. We will begin 

by learning a song about Fireworks before moving on to learning the songs for our Nativity 

and Christmas. The stories we are reading in Nursery will also be based on winter celebra-

tions. We will be reading Stick Man and The Gruffalo’s Child first before exploring lots of 

other Christmas books. Spend time talking to your children about what they have read.   

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN 

This half term we will be talking about what 

makes us similar and different to others. We 

are continuing to talk about special times for 

our family. Please send us photos on Dojo for 

your child to share with their friends.    

Over the next few weeks we are going to 

be practising our drawing skills. We will 

focus on how to hold a pencil, draw circles 

and lines and use shapes to represent    

objects. We will also be writing our names. 

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PSED 

We will be working on strengthening our gross 

motor skills outside using the trim trail and 

large resources. We will also be thinking about 

keeping safe and recognising danger.  

This half term we are encouraging children 

to recognise different feelings and then 

teaching them how they could comfort 

their friends if they were upset.  

COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE PHONICS  

Children will be given lots of opportunities to 

talk to each other and develop their language.  

Try to talk to them at home about their day 

and correct speech where necessary.  

In phonics we are practising our listening 

skills, through playing instruments. We are 

learning the names of instruments and 

copying a sound pattern from an adult.  

HOMEWORK  PE 

Our PE lessons are on a Friday. Children do 

not need a PE kit but it is helpful if they 

can put on their jumper, shoes and socks.  

Please read a story together at home every 

day. It would also be helpful to practise getting 

dressed and going to the toilet independently.  


